LASER MEASURING TOOL

THE NEW BENCHMARK OF MEASURING

PRECASTER QM30, SIMPLY ACCURATE
30-METERS COMPACT LASER TAPE

QM30

MEASURING RANGE: 0.05M-30M
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The new and innovative tape guarantees top line measurements with
each use, Feel the Power!
It is a master class measuring meter that covers a

Key Features

range of 30 meters. It has the ability to withstand the

Rugged: It can withstand the most demanding work situations and

normal work hazards such as dust, water spills, etc;

deliver with precision

while serving you in a robust manner despite its

Easy to use: You can get various unique outputs with the simple use of

portability. With the use of a single button, you can

one button

get your volume calculation, area calculation, height

Portable: It is ideal for your work environment and easily fits into your

etc; all in one swoop. There is nothing as dynamic as

pocket

working with a versatile tool that can give you

Auto Calculate function: Area, Volume and Height are automatically

multiple benefits through its smooth functionality.

added to give you the requisite data you need
http://www.precaster.com.tw/

LASER MEASURING TOOL

THE NEW BENCHMARK OF MEASURING

QUICK & ACCURATE MEASURES AT
YOUR FINGERTIP
The easy ways in which you can get the best measures
make this a choice tool. You can tap the measure key
and get accurate measures with speed. This is a
testament to the stable electronic designs that are
coming from the masters of the trader. Precaster laser
measurement meters give you quick results in
seconds. One of the ways to test the ruggedness of
this product is to take it to a very rough terrain. You
can expose it to the most demanding situations, and it
will keep giving you the answers you need. When you
look at the beneﬁts of this feature, it gives you the
reason to sign up to the Precaster range.
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AUTO AREA, VOLUME AND HEIGHT CALCULATION
The functions that you use most frequently are arranged within the function key. This means that
you can do so much by applying so little. The ease of making transitions gets better when you
understand that this is a great way to go. Most of the instructions or guides that form the usage
of this product also come with easy to use systems, you can measure the area, volume and height
with few buttons. The various applications have shortcuts that enable you to enjoy the best in your
measurement experience.

You can enjoy very long working seasons without the need to change the batteries. This
product has an outstanding power management that puts you in charge. Once the
recommended batteries are used, you can expect to keep going for months without any
trouble. There are products or batteries that can help you enjoy the best from this laser
measuring meter. However, the most important aspect is to understand that the device has a
unique battery support feature. It allows you to enjoy the use of your battery without
worrying about the logistics of change and other allied matters.
※Precaster recommends to use GP and Panasonic alkaline batteries for the best
performance.

ORGANIZE YOUR MEASUREMENTS ON THE PHONE AND SHARE
THEM WIRELESSLY(Optional)
You can feel the verve of the laser measuring meter as you organize your measures and
share wirelessly. The Bluetooth service allows you connect with phones and other devices
for your accurate measurements. You can share measurements with your colleagues to
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enable your team finish reports or make an estimation. The Bluetooth edge allows you
organize measurements and stay in tune with others who work on a given project. It is a
unique addition that is bringing great color to the world of measuring meters. Each of the
Bluetooth components is laser-sharp to connect with any device of your choice. You can
keep going with your team due to the Bluetooth connection.

SPECIFICATION
0.05 m ~ 30 m

Measuring Range

0.001 m

Resolution

±3 mm

Accuracy

0.5 seconds

Measuring Speed

650 nm, Class II, < 1 mw

Laser Type

25 mm @ 30 m

Beam Size

2 * AAA Batteries

Battery

ACCESSORIES
■ QM30 | Aser Distance Meter
■ AAA Battery x 2

Battery Life

Up to 10,000 measures

Dimensions

98 * 36 * 23 mm

Operation Temperature

-5°C ~ 40°C

Storage Temperature

-20°C ~ 60°C

Automatic Power-Oﬀ
-Laser

30 seconds

-Device

180 seconds
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